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Featured Application: The development of a cement-based strain-detecting sensor and structural
health monitoring (SHM) for civil infrastructures using cement-based strain-detecting sensors.

Abstract: This research examines the influence of an embedded steel reinforcing bar and micro
steel fibers on the tensile and electrical properties of polyethylene (PE) fibers reinforced cement
composite dumbbell-shaped specimens with multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) in direct
tension. The cement composites are reinforced with 0.75 vol.% PE fibers to achieve a strain-hardening
performance in direct tension and 1.0 wt % MWCNTs are incorporated to give the electrical conduc-
tivity into the cement composites. To investigate the steel bar and steel fibers effect on the electrical
behavior of synthetic PE fiber reinforced strain-hardening cement composites (PE-SHCCs), a round
bar with a diameter of 4 or 7 mm is placed at the center of specimen’s cross-section. Additionally,
steel fibers’ content of 0, 0.5 and 1.0 vol.% are added into the PE-SHCC mixtures. The test result
indicates that the addition of steel fibers improves the tensile strength and electrical behavior of
synthetic PE fiber reinforced SHCC. The self-sensing ability of PE-SHCC with 1.0% steel fibers is
improved by the presence of the embedded steel bar before an initial crack while the reinforced PE-
SHCC specimens were less sensitive as the tensile strain increased after the initial crack. The optimal
linear regressions between fractional changes in resistivity (FCR) and tensile strain were achieved for
PE-SHCC containing 1.0% steel fibers.

Keywords: strain-hardening cement composite (SHCC); steel bar; electrical behavior; tensile property;
multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs); steel fibers; self-sensing

1. Introduction

In the last few decades, multifunctional cement composites, in particular, self-sensing
cement composites have been proposed [1–3]. The smart cement composite can be manu-
factured by incorporating functional fillers, such as steel fibers [4], nickel [5] and carbon [6],
etc., into the cement matrix to endow the conventional cement composite with a conduc-
tive performance. In general, it is reported that the carbon conductive fillers have better
durability and conductive performance [7].

Since Chen and Chung [8] proposed the self-sensing cement composite made with the
adding of carbon fiber, many researchers [9–12] have tried to improve the self-sensing per-
formance of cement composites and have investigated the factors affecting the self-sensing
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properties of cement composites. Yoo et al. [9] investigated the effect of the carbon-based
nanomaterial types such as graphite nanofibers, multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWC-
NTs) and graphene, on the electrical properties of cement paste with water-to-cementitious
material ratio of 0.35. The test results indicated that the addition of MWCNTs was the most
effective to improve the self-sensing capacity of the cement paste. Dong et al. [10] explored
the feasibility of using commercial conductive rubber as a conductive filler for self-sensing
cement composite with low cost and easy manufacture. It is concluded that the addition of
more than 1.28% conductive rubber fibers into cement matrix could significantly improve
electrical conductivity of cement composites. Yin et al. [11] planed and conducted an exper-
imental program to increase self-sensing capacity of carbon nanotube (CNT) cement-based
materials by the simultaneous addition of Ni nanofibers with low content. They concluded
that the addition of Ni nanofibers increases the conductivity, sensitivity, linearity and
repeatability of cement composite with CNT. Yang et al. [12] examined the feasibility of
using waste iron power as conductive filler to produce the self-sensing cement composite
in lieu of more expansive fillers such as carbon fibers and CNTs. The experimental studies
presented that the gauge factor for the composites increases with increasing iron powder
content and were comparable to those of self-sensing cement composites containing a small
volume fraction of CNT. Several review papers [1–3,13,14] report that significant factors
affecting the self-sensing properties of cement composites are conductive filler type, filler’s
dispersion, electrode arrangement method, electrical resistivity measurement method,
curing age, moisture content, temperature and so on.

Recently, potential application of self-sensing cement composites for structural health
monitoring (SHM) has been evaluated [15–20]. Self-sensing cement composite for SHM
can be used in bulk form, sensor and coating form.

The application of self-sensing cement composite in bulk form means that the self-
sensing cement composite is cast into the whole structure or component. Sarwary et al. [15]
tested six large-scale reinforced mortar beams with carbon fibers or MWCNTs to assess
the self-sensing capability of reinforced large-scale beam specimens under flexural loading
scenario. They suggested that carbon fibers are more effective than MWCNTs as con-
ductive fillers in reinforced self-sensing composite beam due to lower cost, ease mixing
and self-sensing property. Howser et al. [16] investigated the self-sensing property of
shear-critical column with self-consolidating carbon nanofiber concrete under cyclic load-
ings. It is reported that in the shear-dominant column cast wholly with carbon nanofiber
reinforced concrete, carbon nanofibers restrict the growth of nano-cracks and improve the
self-sensing performance.

The self-sensing cement composite can be prefabricated into small-size sensor el-
ement and then is embedded into the structure. Roopa et al. [17] developed hybrid
nanomaterial cement-based composite sensors and investigated the feasibility of using
the sensor for SHM. The nanomaterials used in the study consist of MWCNTs, carbon
fibers and Graphene. Dong et al. [18] examined the piezoresistive behaviors of carbon
black cement-based sensors embedded in unreinforced small-scale concrete beams under
flexural bending load. The test results demonstrated that during the stress monitoring of
the concrete beam, the fractional changes in resistivity (FCR) values of sensors in both the
flexural compression and tension zones were consistent with the flexural stress changes at
acceptable sensitivity and reversibility.

The self-sensing cement composite for existing structure or components can be coated
on the surface of a structure or member. The application of self-sensing cement composite
as coating form can be found in several studies [19,20]. Wen and Chung [19] used the
carbon fiber reinforced cement composite (CFRCC) on the compression side of cement
mortar prismatic beam in coating form to monitor the compressive strain of beam specimen
under flexure. It is found that the CFRCC coated on a mortar substrate is effective as a
strain sensor. Wang et al. [20] proposed a new CFRCC-strengthened reinforced concrete
(RC) beam model. CFRCC layer (30, 60 and 90 mm) in the tensile side of RC beam was used
for strengthening and monitoring the damage of RC beam under monotonic and fatigue
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loadings. They concluded that the damage condition in the CFRCC-strengthened RC beam
could be monitored by electrical resistance variation.

As described above, the self-sensing cement composite can be used both as structural
material and sensor. A lot of research has concentrated on the self-sensing performance of
cement composite used as a sensor under different stress conditions such as compression,
tension and flexure. Unfortunately, the study on self-sensing cement composite member
used in bulk form has rarely been conducted due to high cost. However, the bulk form
possesses simple construction technology, good mechanical property and sensing perfor-
mance, which has a wide application foreground [14]. When using the self-sensing cement
composite as a structural material, i.e., bulk form, the effect of the steel reinforcement
in the structural components on the self-sensing property should be evaluated because
a structural member is reinforced with longitudinal and transverse steel reinforcement.
Wen and Chung [21] reported that the effectiveness for the flexural strain-sensing of carbon
fiber reinforced cement prismatic specimens was enhanced by the presence of embedded
steel reinforcement on the tensile side. Despite a number of studies conducted on the
self-sensing cement composite, little study has been focused on investigating the steel
reinforcement effect on the electrical and sensing properties of cement composites.

Strain-hardening cement composite (SHCC) is a novel construction material which
is characterized with excellent mechanical performances such as distinctive tensile stress–
strain response through strain-hardening behavior, multiple fine cracking behavior and
high energy absorption under excessive tension loading conditions [22,23]. Recently, nu-
merous researchers have been interested in the self-sensing properties of SHCCs [24–26].
Compared with the conventional cement composite, SHCC can achieve a higher strain
measuring range under various stress scenario such as tension, compression and flexure.
The advantage of SHCC is due to the crack damage mitigation property by stress redis-
tribution and crack bridging of reinforcing fibers in the SHCC matrix. Reinforcing fibers
in the cement composite are a significant factor to determine the mechanical properties,
and in particular, the strain capacity and cracking behavior. It was demonstrated that a
hybrid combination of steel and synthetic fibers enhances the resistance to both nucleation
and growth of cracks [27].

In this study, the tensile and electrical properties of hybrid steel and polyethylene (PE)
fibers reinforced strain-hardening cement composite with 1% MWCNTs was investigated.
This paper is aimed at studying the effect of the influence of steel reinforcing bar and
micro steel fibers on the self-sensing ability of PE fibers reinforced strain-hardening cement
composite (PE-SHCC).

2. Materials and Testing Procedure
2.1. Materials and Mixture Proportion

The raw materials used in the production of the SHCC were ordinary Portland cement
(Type I) from Hanil Cement Co. Ltd. in South Korea. The micro silica sand with a mean
grain size of 120 µm was added in the cement matrix at a sand/cement (S/C) ration of 0.4
by mass. Polycarboxylate superplasticizer (SP) was incorporated into cement matrix to
achieve an average flow value of about 300 mm in the fresh cement mortar. Polyethylene
(PE) fibers were used at 0.75 vol.% to improve the tensile strength and strain capacity of
cement composite. The PE fiber is 15 mm length and 12 µm diameter, and tensile strength
of 2.5 GPa. Steel fibers were added into PE-SHCC mixtures at both dosages (0.5 vol.% or
1.0 vol.%) to evaluate the effect of steel fibers on tensile and electrical properties of PE-
SHCC. The steel fiber is 13 mm length, 200 µm diameter and tensile strength of 2.65 GPa.
A commercially available liquid-type MWCNTs were incorporated as functional fillers to
give the conductivity of PE-SHCC and improve the self-sensing capacity. The MWCNTs
from Chengdu Organic Chemicals Co. Ltd. in Chengdu, China have inside diameter of
5–15 nm, outside diameters of higher than 50 nm and lengths of 10–20 µm.

The detailed constituents and mass proportions of SHCC mixtures are presented in
Table 1. Three mixes were prepared to investigate the steel fiber effect on the tensile and
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electrical properties of PE-SHCCs. Each mix is designated to identify differenced in steel
fiber content in the PE-SHCC mixtures. For example, PE-SHCC-SF05 indicates PE-SHCC
mixture with a 0.5 vol.% steel fibers.

Table 1. Mix proportion of polyethylene fiber reinforced strain-hardening cement composites (PE-SHCC).

Mix Designation Cement Water 1 Silica Sand SP PE 2 SF 2 MWCNT 3

PE-SHCC-SF00 1.0 0.3 0.4 0.02 0.75 0.0 1.0
PE-SHCC-SF05 1.0 0.3 0.4 0.02 0.75 0.5 1.0
PE-SHCC-SF10 1.0 0.3 0.4 0.02 0.75 1.0 1.0

1 Total water, the sum of mixing water and additional water from liquid-type multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), 2 percentage of
total mix volume, 3 percentage of weight of cement.

2.2. PE-SHCC Mixing and Specimen Preparation

The cement and micro silica sand were first poured and mixed using a 10-L conven-
tional mortar rotary mixer for 1 min so that the dry ingredients were well mixed. Water and
liquid-type MWCNTs were then added, mixed for 3 min, followed by the SP addition and
mixing for 5 min. Finally, reinforcing fibers such as PE and steel fibers were incorporated
into fresh mortar and mixed for 3 min. The fresh PE-SHCC mixture were cast into oiled
steel molds and vibrated to ensure good compaction. The cast specimens were kept in the
molds covered with plastic sheet for 24 h before they were demolded and then stored in
standard curing chamber with 95% relative humidity and temperature of 20 ◦C for 28 days.

The flow table test was performed on fresh PE-SHCC with different contents of
steel fibers to evaluate the workability of each mixture using ASTM C230, “Standard
Specification for Flow Table for Use in Tests of Hydraulic Cement.” Average flow diameter
recorded was 165 mm, 190 mm and 215 mm, respectively for PE-SHCC-SF00, PE-SHCC-
SF05 and PE-SHCC-SF00.

As shown in Figure 1a, nine dumbbell-shaped specimens were prepared for each
composition. Among the nine specimens, three specimens were plain PE-SHCC specimens
to examine steel fiber effect on tensile and electrical properties. The other ones were used for
evaluating the steel reinforcement bar effect on the electrical property. The round steel bar
with diameter of 4 or 7 mm was reinforced at the center of each dumbbell-shaped specimen.
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Figure 1. Manufacture and configuration of PE-SHCC dumbbell-shaped specimen (a) casting the specimen; (b) configuration
and dimension of specimen (unit: mm).

At three weeks after casting the specimens, four electrodes consisting of fine copper
wire were wrapped at the opposing ends of wider portion of each dumbbell-shaped
specimen, as shown in Figure 1b. Each copper wire was covered with several layers of
silver-based conductive paint to seal any gap and improve the bonding with the tensile
specimen to measure the electrical resistance.
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2.3. Testing Procedure

After 28 days of curing in standard curing chamber, the dumbbell-shaped specimens
with 330 mm length and cross-sectional dimensions in the narrowed middle region of
30 by 30 mm were used to investigate the effect of steel reinforcing bar and steel fibers
on the direct tensile and self-sensing performances of PE-SHCCs. As shown in Figure 2,
direct tensile test was performed in accordance with the recommendations for design
and construction of HPFRCCs with multiple fine cracks by the Japan Society of Civil
Engineers (JSCE) [28]. Each dumbbell-shaped specimen was aligned in the tensile loading
rig and clamped at both ends using wedge-type mechanical grips. Two strain displacement
transducers (SDTs) were mounted at the opposing sides of the monitoring portion to
monitor the tensile strain and cracks within the narrowed middle region.
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Figure 2. Experimental setup for uniaxial tensile testing and resistivity measurement of dumbbell-
shaped specimen.

In addition to stress and strain measurement during the tensile loading process,
the electrical resistivity of the PE-SHCC specimen was measured in real-time by a four-
probe alternating current (AC) method using a digital LCR meter (Keysight Technologies
E4980 AL). The electric current (I) was given to the specimen by using two outer contacts
and the two inner contacts were used to measure the voltage difference (V). The setup is
shown in Figures 1b and 2.

The bulk resistivity (ρ) can be obtained from the following relationship:

ρ =
V × A
I × L

=
R × A

L
(1)

where V is the applied AC voltage; I means the electrical current value in ampere; R means
the measured electrical resistance in ohm; A indicates the cross-sectional area of the nar-
rowed middle region of the tensile specimen (0.03 × 0.03 m); L denotes the distance
between voltage measurement electrodes (0.19 m)
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Sensing performance of cement-based sensors is generally assessed by the fractional
change in resistivity (FCR) during loading process. The FCR can be represented as:

FCR =
∆ρ

ρ0
=

(ρt − ρ0)

ρ0
≈ ∆R

R0
(2)

The sensing sensitivity can be evaluated by gauge factor (GF), which is defined as
FCR per unite strain (ε). The GF is calculated through the following relationship:

GF =
FCR

ε
=

(
∆ρ

ρ0

)
/ε (3)

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Polarizing Property

The electrical resistivity of all dumbbell-shaped specimens after 28 days curing was
measured using a four-probe method for the first 1800 s in order to observe the effect of
polarization.

Figure 3a illustrates a typical variation of the measured resistivity with durations
for the PE-SHCC with 1.0% steel fiber and 1.0% MWCNTs without the steel bar (PE-
SHCC-SF10-0), a PE-SHCC-SF10 specimen reinforced with a 4 mm diameter round bar
(PE-SHCC-SF10-4) and a PE-SHCC-SF10 specimen with a 7 mm diameter round bar (PE-
SHCC-SF10-7), respectively. It can be observed from Figure 3a that the resistivity of
PE-SHCC-SF10 mixtures without and with steel bar stabilized and gradually diminished.
Figure 3b presents the effect of steel bar amount and steel fiber contents on the average
resistivity of PE-SHCC dumbbell-shaped specimens before tensile loading.
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Figure 3. Variation of the measured resistivity with time for PE-SHCC dumbbell-shaped specimens: (a) the effect of the
steel bar on the electrical resistivity variation of the PE-SHCC-SF10 mixture with duration; (b) the effect of the steel bar and
steel fibers on the average electrical resistivity of PE-SHCC mixture during the first 1800 seconds.

As shown in Figure 3a,b, the steel bar embedded at the center of the specimen de-
creases the electrical resistivity of PE-SHCC dumbbell-shaped specimens. As the reinforcing
ratio, defined as the ratio between the cross-sectional area of the reinforcing steel bar to
the cross-sectional area of the specimen, increased, the electrical resistivity of specimens
decreased because of the transmission of the electrical current through steel bar. The con-
sistent result in rectangular beam with rebar in the tensile zone were reported by Wen and
Chung [21]. Figure 3b indicates that the addition of steel fibers decreases the electrical
resistivity of the tensile specimen with and without steel bar. The steel fiber content effect
on the resistivity of the PE-SHCC tensile specimen is clearer in the specimen without the
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steel bar. The average electrical resistivity of the PE-SHCC specimens without the steel
bar were 10.26 × 106 Ω·cm, 7.19 × 106 Ω·cm and 3.50 × 106 Ω·cm, respectively, for the
PE-SHCC mixtures with 0, 0.5 and 1.0% steel fibers. Consistent results were reported
by Song et al. [29] and Banthia et al. [30]. As pointed out by their studies, it is because
steel fibers in the PE-SHCC formed the network for conductivity and as the steel fiber
content increases, a larger network is constructed that improves the electrical conductivity
of cement-based composites such as PE-SHCC. However, for PE-SHCC tensile specimens
with a 7 mm diameter round bar, the polarization variation is not clear according to steel
fiber content as shown in Figure 3b. It is apparent that the resistivity of PE-SHCC with
steel bar depends mainly on the amount of steel bar and is relatively less dependent on the
PE-SHCC matrix.

3.2. Tensile and Cracking Properties

Typical stress–strain responses of PE-SHCC dumbbell-shaped specimens with differ-
ent dosages of steel fibers in direct tension were provided in Figure 4a. All specimens show
the representative strain-hardening and multiple cracking behaviors under monotonic
tension. Figure 4b shows typical stress–strain relationships of PE-SHCC dumbbell-shaped
specimens with a 4 mm diameter round bar in direct tension. In Figure 4, the tensile
stress was calculated with division of the introduced tensile force by a cross-sectional area
(30 × 30 mm) of the narrowed middle region of the specimen. Additionally, the tensile
strain was obtained from dividing the average displacement measured with both SDTs by
the gauge length (100 mm).
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specimens without steel bar for 0, 0.5 and 1.0% steel fibers; (b) PE-SHCC tensile specimens with a 4 mm diameter round bar
for 0, 0.5 and 1.0% steel fibers.

The average tensile strengths of three PE-SHCC tensile specimens with different
contents (0, 0.5 and 1.0%) of steel fibers were 1.98, 2.10 and 2.43 MPa, respectively. Average
strain capacities, defined as strain at tensile strength, for the tensile specimens with 0, 0.5
and 1.0% steel fibers were 1.02%, 0.85% and 0.53%, respectively. As shown in Figure 4a,
the addition of steel fibers into PE-SHCC mixtures enhanced the tensile strength while
strain capacity decreased as the steel fibers contents increased.

The typical stress–strain responses of PE-SHCC dumbbell-shaped specimens with a
4 mm diameter round bar were presented in Figure 4b. PE-SHCC-SF00-4, PE-SHCC-SF05-4
and PE-SHCC-SF10-4 mean the PE-SHCC tensile specimens with 0, 0.5 and 1.0% steel
fibers. As shown in Figure 4b, the elastic stiffness (the inclination of stress and strain curve)
of PE-SHCC tensile specimens reinforced with a 4 mm steel bar was steeper due to the
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contribution of steel fibers in resisting the tensile stresses across the macro cracks [31] as
the steel fiber contents increased. The tensile responses of PE-SHCC tensile specimens
with a 7 mm diameter round bar are very similar to those of PE-SHCC specimens with a
4 mm round bar. The tensile tests for PE-SHCC specimens with the steel reinforcing bar
were stopped before tensile failure at the narrowed middle region due to local failure at
the clamping end of the specimens.

Figure 5 presents typical cracking process of plain PE-SHCC specimens with different
content of steel fibers. The figure indicates that the addition of steel fibers has a significant
effect on the cracking process of PE-SHCC specimens in direct tension. However, multiple
micro cracks were observed in all PE-SHCC specimens.
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Figure 5. Typical cracking procedures of PE-SHCC tensile specimens without steel bar: (a) PE-SHCC
specimen without steel fibers; (b) PE-SHCC specimen with 0.5% steel fibers; (c) PE-SHCC specimen
with 1.0% steel fibers.

3.3. Electrical and Self-Sensing Properties

The development curves of tensile stress, strain and FCR with duration presented in
Figure 6 were compared to investigate the effect of steel fiber content and steel bar on the
electrical and tensile properties of PE-SHCC mixtures with 1.0% MWCNTs. In Figure 6,
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the FCR value for the PE-SHCC specimens with the steel bar is expressed as a percentage
different from that of PE-SHCC specimens without the steel bar. As noted in a previous
study on the electrical and self-sensing properties of PE-SHCC in repeated compression
by the authors [26], Figure 6 shows that the addition of steel fibers also improves the
piezoresistive response of PE-SHCC dumbbell-shaped specimens in direct tension.
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As the tensile strains in PE-SHCC-SF00-0 and PE-SHCC-SF05-0 specimens increase,
FCR contained a lot of noise and was scattered. The trend between tensile strain and FCR
was not clear while PE-SHCC-SF10-0 specimens showed a clear trend that FCR increases
as tensile strain increases. This tensile-piezoresistive response of SHCCs was reported
in several studies [24,25]. The reason to increase in FCR under uniaxial loading is that
the arrangement of conductive fillers such as steel fibers and MWCNTs slightly changes,
resulting in less contact between the conductive fillers and a little increase in FCR of
cement-based composites [32].

As the reinforcing ratio of steel bar in the tensile specimen increases, the FCR of
PE-SHCC tensile specimens shows more stable variation with tensile strain. Comparison
of FCR value in the PE-SHCC specimens with and without steel bar indicates that the FCR
value of plain PE-SHCC specimens without steel bar is higher than that of PE-SHCC with
steel bar during tensile loading. This is because for PE-SHCC with steel bar, the electrical
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current penetrates largely into steel bar. Since the electrical current penetrating into PE-
SHCC matrix is relatively small, the FCR obtained from the surface resistance variation in
the PE-SHCC matrix were not changed significantly although the tensile strain increased.

Figure 7a,b show the typical FCR- tensile strain of plain PE-SHCC specimens with
different contents of steel fibers and reinforced PE-SHCC specimens with 1.0% steel fibers,
respectively. As illustrated in Figure 7a, the scatter in the FCR of PE-SHCC-SF00-0 and
–SF05-0 specimens is quite large, while the PE-SHCC specimen with 1.0% steel fibers (PE-
SHCC-SF10) shows a good linear regression between FCR and tensile strain. From these
results, it can be concluded that PE-SHCC-SF00-0 and –SF05-0 mixtures may not be used as
a cement-based sensor for accurate condition monitoring of civil infrastructures. Figure 7a
indicates that the addition of steel fibers improves the conductive and self-sensing proper-
ties of cement-based composites, PE-SHCC mixture.
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SHCC tensile specimens without steel bar for 0, 0.5 and 1.0% steel fibers; (b) PE-SHCC tensile specimens with 1.0% steel
fibers for specimens with a 4 mm and 7 mm steel bar.

Figure 7b presents the FCR-tensile strain relationship of PE-SHCC-SF10 mixture with
and without steel bar and includes the tensile strain range at initial cracking for each
specimen. As shown in Figure 7b, the FCR–tensile strain responses showed a stiff slope
prior to initial crack. After initial crack, the curves softened and showed a constant value
despite the increase in tensile strain. It is concluded from these results that steel reinforcing
bar placed at the center of PE-SHCC tensile specimens improves self-sensing performance
prior to initial crack but impaired the self-sensing ability after initial crack.

Since the change of FCR in the cement composite was relatively small, even if the
amount of steel fiber was increased, the FCR did not show a tendency to change significantly
with the increase of tensile strain.

4. Conclusions

The influence of steel fiber content and a steel reinforcing bar on the synthetic PE fiber
reinforced strain-hardening cement composite (PE-SHCC) with 1.0 wt % MWCNTs was
investigated experimentally in the study. The following conclusion can be drawn from
test results.

Electrical polarization during resistivity measurement led to the measured resistivity
of PE-SHCC mixtures to decrease slightly with time. The reinforcement of the steel fibers
and steel reinforcing bar into PE-SHCC mixture decreased significantly average resistivity
measured during the first 30 min without tensile loading. The incorporation of 0.5 and
1.0 vol.% steel fibers caused lower resistivity, approximately 0.70 and 0.34 of PE-SHCC
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without steel fiber, respectively. These results indicate that the addition of steel fibers and
the placement of steel bar are effective to enhance the conductivity of cement composite
reinforced with synthetic fibers.

All the PE-SHCC mixtures with different contents of steel fibers showed multiple
cracking and strain-hardening behaviors in direct tension. As steel fiber volume fraction
within 1.0 vol.% increased, the initial cracking and tensile strengths of PE-SHCC specimens
increased while strain capacity was decreased.

The FCR values in the plain PE-SHCC specimens increased as the tensile stress and
strain increased until tensile strength. After the peak point, FCR increased abruptly.
Multiple cracking and strain-hardening behaviors after initial crack led to less contact
between conductive materials such as MWCNTs and steel fibers and a steady increase
in electrical resistivity of the plain PE-SHCC specimens. The incorporation of the steel
fibers and steel bar reduced effectively the error margins and noise in the FCR variation.
The self-sensing ability for tensile strain measurements was achieved in synthetic PE
fibers reinforced SHCC mixture with 1.0 vol.% steel fibers, even with 1 wt % liquid-type
MWCNTs. It can be concluded that the steel fiber content of 1.0 vol.% is optimal for the
self-sensing performance of the PE-SHCC mixture with 1.0 wt % MWCNTs.

The higher GF in the plain PE-SHCC specimens with 1.0 wt % MWCNTs under direct
tension was obtained from adding 1.0 vol.% steel fibers. At the initial loading stage, prior to
the initial crack, the self-sensing ability of the PE-SHCC-SF10 specimens was improved by
the presence of the embedded steel bar while the PE-SHCC-SF10 specimens with the steel
bar were less sensitive as the tensile strain increased after initial crack.
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